To put a stop to the ideologically-driven
nonsense which is being foisted upon us by an
elite minority, we, the silent majority need to
elect people who hold our common-sense views
to speak up for us in Holyrood.
Democracy is at stake. We will defend the right
of those who disagree with us to be heard and
their views to be considered, but we demand
that very same right.
We, the Scottish Family Party will stand up
to those that want to rebrand Scotland as a
thought-police state. We will do this in Holyrood
when you elect us to represent you, the silent
majority.
Remember your second vote. Your first vote is
for your constituency MSP who gets to Holyrood
by receiving the highest number of votes under
the ‘first-past-the-post’ system.
However, you also have a second vote. Seven
other MSPs represent your region, known as
‘list MSPs’. They are elected under a system of
proportional representation which allows new,
up-and-coming parties to be elected.
So strike a blow for freedom - in the authentic
voice of Scotland. Vote for a Scottish Family
Party candidate on the regional list, and get the
voice of common sense, representing traditional
family-values, heard in Holyrood.
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Party.
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“FREEDOM!”

Everybody who saw the film will remember the cry
of William Wallace in ‘Braveheart’. It struck a chord
with us because freedom has been such a core
value to the people of Scotland throughout the
centuries. Now, however, many of us are asking:
whatever happened to our freedom to speak our
mind in our own country?
Up until recently, Scots have had the right to speak
openly and freely about anything and everything,
and we often have! Civilised disagreement, even
heated argument, has been part of our culture
and history for many generations. That long and
decent tradition is now under attack. Free speech
is actually subject to police control. In our own
country. In our own time.
You can’t criticise, you can’t even raise questions
about important issues any longer. Abortion,
gay marriage, transgender issues, divorce rates,
feminism, Covid lockdown, sex education, Black
Lives Matter, LGBT adoption: not a word of
disagreement can be spoken without placing
yourself in danger. Only one opinion is allowed
on all these topics and, on some subjects, this
requirement is even written into law with a threat
of police enforcement. The result of this intolerance
is a Scotland that increasingly resembles the
authoritarian states of the old Soviet empire. We
keep our mouths shut in public or at work and only
feel safe expressing ourselves with likeminded
people. But ‘Political Correctness’ has never been
in the Scottish nature. The essential Scottish values
have always been:Support the family; respect the elderly; respect
teachers; teach responsibility; children need a
father and mother; life is sacred; western culture,

founded on Christian principles, is not evil and is
nothing to be ashamed of.

We are unapologetically pro-family and protraditional western values.

While the SNP is busy promoting pornography in
schools, we want to encourage strong families
by promoting marriage. A whole host of social
problems could be alleviated by this simple policy,
yet the other parties won’t even consider it.

Like most people, we are not homophobic, we are
not transphobic, not racist and not sexist. We are
not hidebound by the political straitjacket of Left
and Right. We respect all people based on their
individual character. As far as we are concerned,
every human is one of ‘Jock Tamson’s bairns’, to use
that wonderful old phrase. Our Party welcomes
everybody who shares our traditional values and
who can see that Scotland is rapidly losing them.

Only we, the Scottish Family Party, are standing
up against this slide to authoritarianism and we
are proud to do so.
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